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We are ESSENZA. Our desire is to inspire, stimulate and move you. We offer comfort to help
you feel yourself at home and sleep better. Whoever or wherever you are, ESSENZA makes this
possible. Show us who you are and what your style is. Be unique. Be yourself. Be ESSENZA. In our
extensive home and interior collections, you will find everything you need to turn your home into
a stylish, personal work of art; luxurious, elegant and exclusive.

We are constantly looking for innovation from all the things that makes life more beautiful.  
We are inspired by the people around us, by other cultures and traditions, by the colours, smells, 
and tastes that we experience, whether closer to home or from far away. Finally, we are also 
inspired by Mother Earth. Nature is an inexhaustible source of inspiration for us. In all her seasons 
she has so much beauty to offer. We mix and match all these new impressions, insights and 
ideas in our own studio, forming elegant, inspiring and expressive collections.

For more than 30 years we have been designing iconic home and interior collections with great
care to create stylish looks with a unique twist. Whether you like rich floral prints, love checks and
stripes or go for a simple uni bedding: at ESSENZA we have something beautiful for everyone.

At ESSENZA we believe in buying less, but better. That is why we produce high-quality,
sustainable products that are our response to today's throwaway culture. We design and
manufacture our collections with love, care and attention to both people and the environment.
We do this because we believe it is extremely important that everyone has the chance to get a
better night’s sleep.

Our story
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Gallery of Nature
Just like a babbling brook, we find ourselves in a constant state of 

development. The ESSENZA Spring/Summer ‘24 homewear collection 
embodies this philosophy. We embrace change while staying true to ourselves. 

Ancient elements from nature, art, and culture rediscover a renewed 
significance in the present.
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Brought to life in a fresh colour palette, the collection offers an open and familiar 

outlook on the future. Soothing and light colours infuse vitality into each design. The 

collection wears like an embrace. The materials are soft, supple, and lightweight. The fit 

is comfortable, subtly relaxed, and elegant. The collection’s classic character, combined 

with durable fabrics, makes the items timeless and encourages them to be combined 

with various prints and materials.

This season, we present prints that showcase an innovative composition of elements 

from paintings by the Old Masters of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. It illustrates how 

the history of art continues to captivate and inspire us. Carefully selected elements from 

different paintings have been redesigned and given a new shape. By digitizing them 

and working with layering, colour, and placement, they acquire a modern twist and the 

unique ESSENZA character.

Besides the Old Masters, we also see a unique handpainted flowerprint that has been 

abstracted into bold solid surfaces, exuding both tranquillity and energy. The collection is 

enriched with unique details such as a button in the shape of a bee, delicate embroidery, 

and graceful lacework. These subtle accents elegantly draw attention and give the 

collection an authentic look.
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The organic and nature-inspired motifs and patterns reminiscent of the Arts & Crafts movement. 

Just like within this movement, comfort and aesthetics form an important synergy in this collection.

The unfolding of a homewear collection is an intimate process; each garment is intended to be worn 

directly against the skin, in the intimacy of your home, giving it a unique meaning and connection. It 

should not only be comfortable but also have a positive impact on your state of mind.

Allow yourself to be enveloped in renewed positive energy through this collection, empowering 

you to envision and manifest your dreams. The collection invites you to find your own rhythm, to 

experience moments of clarity and gentleness. To cherish all that is beautiful in your life, and face new 

adventures with an open mind.
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The Gallery of Nature collection presents two themes. The Resilient 
Soul theme embraces shades of blue and pink, evoking a sense of 

serenity and tranquility. These colours contribute to a peaceful mind.

The Illuminating Green theme, represents harmony. It features a 
range of diffused green tones with subtle accents of mellow yellow, 

orange bloom, and dreamy lilac. This nuanced colour palette 
encourages moments of reflection, allowing you to gather renewed 

energy and move forward with revitalized spirit.

Spot on pink

Azur blue

Fig purpleViolet

White

Mauve

Zen blue Darkest blue

Chapter 1: Resilient Soul

Vanilla Mellow Yellow

Mineral green Easy green Dreamy lilac

Bright terraAnthracite

Greenish

Chapter 2: Illuminating Green
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Leila vanilla Isabelle azur blue

Tesse zen blue

Annebella zen blue

Rosemary spot on pink

Chapter 1: Resilient Soul

Annebella vanilla

Tesse greenish Imara anthracite

Levine vanilla Noleste greenish

Chapter 2: Illuminating Green
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Leila (soft chambray and forest green) 

The Leila print is the modern-day sister of the Karli print, the 

type of iconic floral print you would expect from ESSENZA. The 

designers have created a composition of flowers from different 

paintings from the Old Masters archive. The print displays 

countless, finely-painted flowers from all seasons, most of which 

were relatively rare during the time of the Old Masters. By using 

three ton-sur-ton colours this season, this print gets a modern 

yet classic feel.  

Annebella (darkest blue and ochre yellow)

A romantically widely placed floral print on a calming plain 

background. In the Annebella, you will find various flowers such 

as a striped camellia, lilies, Japanese peony, cherry blossom, 

Japanese iris, chrysanthemum, and lotus flower. These flowers 

are sourced from the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. They are 

coloured photographs taken by the Japanese photographer 

Kazumasa Ogawa, around 1890. The generous placement on 

a soft, slightly contrasting background creates a contemporary 

print.

Isabelle (reef green)

The lush floral print Isabelle shows richly placed flowers taken 

from paintings by the Old Masters from the Rijksmuseum in 

Amsterdam. This voluminous floral print exudes strength and 

richness and symbolises the blossoming of life.

Levine (reef green and cherry red)

De Levine shows subtly winding branches adorned with flowers, 

leaves and fruits. A (hand)blockprint from the Rijksmuseum in 

Amsterdam, made between 1861-1939 in Italy. By executing 

this print in an updated colour scheme of diffuse tones, it 

beautifully matches the collection’s colour philosophy.

Noleste (plum wine)

With Noleste you’ll get lost in the exquisite details of its richly 

filled floral canvas. The print showcases various dainty flowers 

such as a striped camellia, lilies, Japanese peony, cherry 

blossom, Japanese iris, chrysanthemum and lotus flower. These 

flowers are sourced from the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. They 

are coloured photographs taken by Japanese photographer 

Kazumasa Ogawa, around 1890. The use of colour gives the 

design a slightly vintage look.

Rosemary (ochre)

The Rosemary print is a ton-sur-ton variation on ESSENZA’s lush 

floral print Isabelle. By incorporating a solid colour palette, this 

design evokes tranquility, while the voluminous flowers on the 

print exude strength and richness.

Tesse (ochre)

Tesse is a decorative ornamental print. Ornaments, or 

‘versierselen’ as they were known in the 17th-century 

Netherlands, were commonly used at the time. Ornamental 

shapes were characterised by stylisation, symmetry or the 

repetition of a motif, all three of which are clearly visible in this 

Tesse print. The original of this print is an etching dating back to 

1817 from the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam archives. 

Imara (ochre)

The Imara showcases a hand-painted silhouette print featuring 

abstracted Clematises. The Clematis is a climbing plant that 

comes in many variations: from small subtle flowers to very large 

colourful ones. The Imara print incorporates all these different 

types of Clematis and reduces them to the strength of their 

shapes. By making this print in contrasting colours, it radiates 

both tranquillity and valiant energy.
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Resilient Soul
Chapter 1:

Rich, vibrant blue tones evoke a profound sense of tranquility, inviting 

you to embrace its power. Like a gentle breeze, it caresses our spirits and 

provides a fresh outlook for the future. The Leila print demonstrates how 

various elements from the Old Masters acquire a contemporary look 

through modern silhouettes. Executed in various shades of blue, this 

complex print, combined with the vanilla hue, is reminiscent of delicate 

porcelain, resulting in exceptionally elegant pieces.

Pink tones harmonise with the blue and radiate a vibrant energy that 

symbolises new possibilities. The Rosemary print sets the tone within the 

colour palette, featuring a ton sur ton effect in its spot-on pink shade.

Colourful prints such as the Annebella in zen blue and the Isabelle in Azur 

blue infuse warmth and a rich history into this theme. While solid colours 

like azur blue, darkest blue, and zen blue have a serene character, violet 

and mauve add a feminine and elegant touch.
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Luna Uni darkest blue
top sleeveless
92% viscose / 8% elastane

Natalie Uni darkest blue
shorts
92% viscose / 8% elastane
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Blair Tesse zen blue
nightdress short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Mare Tesse zen blue
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Shelby Isabelle azur blue
top sleeveless
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Jules Isabelle azur blue
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Jula Leila vanilla
kimono
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Poppy Leila vanilla
top short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Mare Leila vanilla
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Bibi Uni violet
nightdress sleeveless
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane
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Ellen Annebella zen blue
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Nori Annebella zen blue
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Sarai Isabelle azur blue
kimono
100% cotton satin

Nori Isabelle azur blue
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Keira Rosemary spot on pink
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Lexi Uni darkest blue
nightdress sleeveless
92% viscose / 8% elastane
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Marente Isabelle azur blue
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Nori Isabelle azur blue
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane



Poppy Leila vanilla
top short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Bella Leila vanilla
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Colette zen blue
top short sleeve
100% mercerized cotton

Jules Annebella zen blue
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Ellen Uni violet
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Nori Rosemary spot on pink
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Luyza Uni mauve
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Jules Rosemary spot on pink
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Luyza Uni azur blue
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Mare Tesse zen blue
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Bibi Annebella zen blue
nightdress sleeveless
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Isa Isabelle azur blue
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Isa Annebella zen blue
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Blair Leila vanilla
nightdress short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Blair Tesse zen blue
nightdress short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Mare Leila vanilla
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Pete Tesse zen blue
kimono
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Ted Uni soft chambray
t-shirt
100% cotton

Jude Tesse zen blue
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Pete Tesse zen blue
kimono
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Ted Uni soft chambray
t-shirt
100% cotton

Jude Tesse zen blue
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Pete Floor night blue
kimono
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Ted Uni darkest blue
t-shirt
100% cotton

Jude Floor night blue
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Ted Uni soft chambray
t-shirt
100% cotton

Jude Tesse zen blue
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Illuminating Green
Chapter 2:

The opulence of nature invites you to pause for a moment. Here unfolds 

a chapter that breathes the restorative power of green, a haven for 

your soul. Within this nuanced palette, the Noleste print presents a 

richly filled canvas executed in soft, diffused greenish hues, allowing it 

to maintain a sense of tranquility. Noleste invites you to get lost in the 

exquisite details of this unique floral print. 

The winding branches adorned with flowers, leaves, and fruits on the 

Levine print feature an even softer colour palette, creating calmness 

through the repetitive pattern.

Colours like easy green and greenish harmonize with the ethereal allure 

of vanilla. These shades symbolise new beginnings. They become the 

canvas upon which our dreams take shape, exuding a sense of purity 

and serenity.

The innovative photographic print Annebella takes centre stage on 

the vanilla hue, allowing soft pink and green tones to shimmer in this 

spacious floral print. As a contrasting standout, the Imara print breathes 

both serenity and strength. This print serves as a powerful testament to 

the transformative influence of nature, illuminating the profound truth 

that even standing still can unfold progress.
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Poppy Tesse greenish
top short sleeve 
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Mare Tesse greenish
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Shelby Uni easy green
top sleeveless
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Jules Levine vanilla
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Ellen Uni anthracite
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Mare Imara anthracite
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Jula Imara anthracite
kimono
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Poppy Imara anthracite
top short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Bella Imara anthracite
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Ellen Annebella vanilla
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Nori Annebella vanilla
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Marente Noleste greenish
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Nori Noleste greenish
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Marente Noleste greenish
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane

Jules Uni easy green
trousers long
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane
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Marente Noleste greenish
top short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Luyza Uni easy green
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Jules Noleste greenish
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Luyza Uni easy green
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Jules Uni easy green
trousers long
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane
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Blair Imara anthracite
nightdress short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Ilona Annebella vanilla
kimono
70% lyocell / 30% cotton
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Sarai Noleste greenish
kimono 
100% cotton satin
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Keira Levine vanilla
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Isa Annebella vanilla
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Poppy Imara anthracite
top short sleeve
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Bella Imara anthracite
shorts
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Colette Uni dreamy lilac
top short sleeve
100% mercerized cotton

Nori Levine vanilla
shorts
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Bibi Annebella vanilla
nightdress sleeveless
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Poppy Tesse greenish
top short sleeve 
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane

Mare Tesse greenish
trousers long
65% modal / 33% cotton / 2% elastane
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Isa Noleste greenish
nightdress short sleeve
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Luyza Uni dreamy lilac
top short sleeve
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 5% elastane

Jules Annebella vanilla
trousers long
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ / 4% elastane
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Overview
 Here you will find an overview of the current collection, clearly 

laid out including materials, sizes and suggested retail prices.
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Luna Uni darkest blue
top sleeveless

92% viscose / 8% elastane
SRP €49,95

Shelby Uni easy green
top sleeveless

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €34,95

Ellen Uni anthracite
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95

Ellen Uni violet
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95

Shelby Isabelle azur blue
top sleeveless

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €39,95

Ellen Annebella vanilla
top short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Ellen Annebella vanilla
top short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

New New

Luyza Uni dreamy lilac
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95

Colette Uni zen blue
top short sleeve

100% Mercerized Cotton
SRP €39,95

New

New New

New

New New NewNew

New New

Luyza Uni mauve
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95

Luyza Uni azur blue
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95

Luyza Uni easy green
top short sleeve

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €44,95
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Marente Noleste greenish
top short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

New

New New

New New

Marente Isabelle azur blue
top short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Poppy Leila vanilla
top short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €79,95

Poppy Imara anthracite
top short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €79,95

Poppy Tesse greenish
top short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €79,95

Colette Uni dreamy lilac
top short sleeve

100% Mercerized Cotton
SRP €39,95

New
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New New New

Bibi Annebella zen blue
nightdress sleeveless

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

Isa Annebella zen blue
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

Lexi Uni darkest blue
nightdress sleeveless

92% viscose / 8% elastane 
SRP €79,95

Isa Noleste greenish
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

Isa Annebella vanilla
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

NewNew New

Bibi Annebella vanilla
nightdress sleeveless

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

Bibi Uni violet
nightdress sleeveless

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €54,95

Keira Levine vanilla
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Keira Rosemary spot on pink
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Isa Isabelle azur blue
nightdress short sleeve

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €59,95

New
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Blair Imara anthracite
nightdress short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €99,95

Blair Leila vanilla
nightdress short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €99,95

Blair Tesse zen blue
nightdress short sleeve

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €99,95
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New

New

New

New

New

New
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Sarai Isabelle azur blue
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Ilona Rosemary spot on pink
kimono (midi)

70% lyocell / 30% cotton
SRP €69,95

Jula Leila vanilla
kimono (long)

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €149,95

Sarai Noleste greenish
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Ilona Annebella vanilla
kimono (midi)

70% lyocell / 30% cotton
SRP €69,95

Jula Imara anthracite
kimono (long)

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €149,95



Natalie Uni darkest blue
shorts

92% viscose / 8% elastane
SRP €49,95

Nori Annebella vanilla
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Nori Annebella zen blue
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Bella Imara anthracite
shorts

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €59,95

Nori Noleste greenish
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Nori Isabelle azur blue
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Bella Leila vanilla
shorts

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €59,95

Nori Levine vanilla
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

Nori Rosemary spot on pink
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €49,95

New New

New

NewNew

New

NewNew

New
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Jules Uni easy green
trousers long

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €64,95

Jules Annebella zen blue
trousers long

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Mare Tesse zen blue
trousers long

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €89,95

Jules Isabelle azur blue
trousers long

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Mare Leila vanilla
trousers long

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €89,95

Jules Rosemary spot on pink
trousers long

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

Mare Imara anthracite
trousers long

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €89,95

New

Jules Uni violet
trousers long

95% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
5% elastane
SRP €64,95

New

New

New

Jules Noleste greenish
shorts

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

New

New

New

Jules Levine vanilla
trousers long

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

New

Mare Tesse greenish
trousers long

65% modal / 33% cotton /  
2% elastane
SRP €89,95

New

New

New

Jules Annebella vanilla
trousers long

96% Lenzing™ EcoVero™ /
4% elastane
SRP €69,95

New
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New New
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New New

Pete Tesse zen blue
kimono (midi)

65% modal / 33% cotton / 
2% elastane
SRP €189,95

Pete Floor night blue
kimono (midi)

65% modal / 33% cotton / 
2% elastane
SRP €189,95

Jude Tesse zen blue
shorts

65% modal / 33% cotton / 
2% elastane
SRP €69,95

Jude Floor night blue
shorts

65% modal / 33% cotton / 
2% elastane
SRP €69,95

Ted Uni soft chambray
t-shirt

100% cotton
SRP €49,95

Ted Uni darkest blue
t-shirt

100% cotton
SRP €49,95

NewNew
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Ophelia hazy blue
beach towel 

100% organic cotton velours GOTS
SRP €59,95
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Fela sloe blue
beach towel 

100% organic cotton velours GOTS
SRP €59,95



Continued
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Fleur nightblue
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €49,95

Sarai Karli magnolia pink
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Sarai Ophelia darling pink
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95
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Fleur ecru
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €49,95

Fleur rose
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €49,95

Sarai Fleur Festive  
blooming black
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €49,95

Sarai Lenthe sloe blue
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €49,95

Sarai Tilia pure white
kimono (short)

100% cotton
SRP €99,95

Sarai Camille reef green
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Sarai Karli reef green
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Jula Karli darling pink
kimono (long)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Sarai Karli deep sea blue
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Sarai Flora nightblue
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95

Sarai Karli darling pink
kimono (short)

100% cotton satin
SRP €59,95
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Nama Uni sloe blue
homecoat (midi)

100% polyester
SRP €99,95

Fleur ecru
homecoat (midi)

100% polyester fleece
SRP €69,95

Fleur taupe
homecoat (midi)

100% polyester fleece
SRP €69,95

Fleur nightblue
homecoat (midi)

100% polyester fleece
SRP €69,95

Nama Uni rose
homecoat (midi)

100% polyester
SRP €99,95

Connect Organic Uni blue
bathrobe (midi)

100% organic cotton 420 gr/m2
SRP €119,95

Connect Organic Uni green
bathrobe (midi)

100% organic cotton 420 gr/m2
SRP €119,95

Connect Organic Uni rose
bathrobe (midi)

100% organic cotton 420 gr/m2
SRP €119,95

Connect Organic Uni white
bathrobe (midi)

100% organic cotton 420 gr/m2
SRP €119,95

Louise Chocolate
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton / 40 polyester
SRP €59,95

Louise Moss
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton / 40 polyester
SRP €59,95

Louise Navy
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton / 40 polyester
SRP €59,95
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Rosa Uni dark navy
homecoat (midi)

100% organic cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester 
SRP €129,95

Perri Rosalee rose
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95

Perri Karli reef green
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95

Perri Rosalee blue
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95

Perri Ophelia darling pink
bathrobe (midi)

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95
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Nama Uni rose
homecoat

100% polyester
SRP €99,95
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Nama Uni sloe blue
homecoat

100% polyester
SRP €99,95
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Rosa Uni dark navy
homecoat

100% organic cotton
filling 100% recycled polyester
SRP €129,95
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Perri

Perri Rosalee rose
bathrobe XS-XXL

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95
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Perri Rosalee blue
bathrobe XS-XXL

100% cotton velour GOTS
SRP €119,95
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From make up bag to weekend bag: whatever make-up bag

you’re looking for, ESSENZA has a matching

beauty to transport your belongings.

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free) 
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

Bags
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Tracy Karli reef green
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase
SRP €59,95

Tracy Ophelia darling pink
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase
SRP €59,95

Megan Karli reef green
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag
SRP €39,95

Megan Ophelia darling pink
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag
SRP €39,95
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Tracy Ophelia midnight swim
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase
SRP €59,95

Tracy Juliette almost black
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase
SRP €59,95

Pepper Ophelia midnight swim
W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm

toilet bag
SRP €49,95

Pepper Juliette almost black
W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm

toilet bag
SRP €49,95

Tracy Ophelia nightblue
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase
SRP €59,95

Pepper Ophelia nightblue
W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm

toilet bag
SRP €49,95

Megan OPHELIA midnight swim
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag
SRP €39,95

Megan Juliette almost black
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag
SRP €39,95

Megan Ophelia nightblue
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag
SRP €39,95



Discover more about our 

journey to sustainability.

When it comes to sustainability, ESSENZA is taking big steps forward. We are 

continually striving to make our design, development and production processes more 

sustainable and we want to take our social responsibility in every link of the supply 

chain. We are using more and more eco-friendly fabrics in our collections, like Lenzing™ 

EcoVero™ and Modal. The future is being coloured green! Garments that makes you feel 

great

 
ESSENZA’s home wear is designed to make you feel totally relaxed and comfortable. It’s 
therefore essential that the garments feel great against the skin and that they are free 
from any harmful substances. That’s why all our fabrics are Oeko-Tex certified or comply to 
REACH standards. The means we can be sure that our products are free from any chemicals 

that may be harmful to our bodies, so you can totally relax!

On the road to a sustainable future

At ESSENZA we want everyone to have a great night’s sleep. Not just our consumers at 

home wearing our elegant home wear, but also the people that work throughout our 

production chain. A great night’s sleep is only possible if we produce in a sustainable matter 

with care for both people and our environment. That’s why we work hard towards a fair and 

sustainable future. This is a long term process, but we are making great steps in the right 

direction. Onward towards a sustainable future!

Sustainability

Sustainable choice
This  elegant garment is made from 
LENZING™ ECOVERO™, an eco-friendly 
type of viscose, sourced from wood that 
is naturally grown in renewable and 
certified European forests. By choosing 
this garment, you contribute to protecting 
our planet!

We take great care in selecting the right 
partners to build lasting relationships with, 
who share the same sustainable vision as us. 

Read more on ESSENZAHOME.com

LENZING™ and ECOVERO™ are trademarks of Lenzing AG

Sustainable choice

EN

Ontdek meer over onze 

duurzaamheidsreis.

Erfahren Sie mehr über 

unsere Nachhaltigkeitsreise.

NL DE
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Scan voor meer informatie 

over de materialen

Scannen für weitere Informationen 

zu den Materialien

NL

DE
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Lenzing™ EcoVero™ 
95% Lenzing™ EcoVero, 5% elastane
96% Lenzing™ EcoVero, 4% elastane
Lenzing™ EcoVero™ is an environmentally friendly alternative 
to regular viscose. The fabric is made from wood from naturally 
grown, renewable and certified forests in Europe. Lenzing AG, 
the manufacturer of EcoVero, is based in Austria. They aim for 
maximum sustainability, and this is reflected, in their 'closed-loop' 
production process. The chemicals used to dissolve the wood 
into pulp are used again and again. Within the production of 
EcoVero, there is 50% less emissions and water consumption when 
compared to 'normal' viscose. The fibres can also be traced back to 
the source, making the entire production chain transparent. This 
material feels wonderfully light and silky soft, falls smoothly around 
the body, is comfortably stretchy, breathable with a light shine.

Solid Satin
81% Viscose, 17% modal, 2% elastane
This material is the epitome of luxury. By nature, viscose is 
moisture absorbent and pleasant to wear. This heavier fabric is 
combined with modal and elastane, giving it a luxurious shine and 
a somewhat heavier drape in addition to a comfortable stretch. 
This material feels silky soft, falls flatteringly around the body, is 
comfortably stretchy and is finished with a luxurious sheen.

Woven modal
65% modal, 33% cotton, 2% elastane
This fabric is made from the natural material modal combined 
with cotton. Modal is made from beechwood pulp and is a perfect 
fabric for pyjamas and homewear because of its softness. This 
woven variant with subtle shine is considered a very luxurious 
textile and in this case is mixed with cotton and elastane for 
extra strength. A shiny stretched satin with an elegant look and 
comfortable softness. It drapes smoothly and flattering around the 
body and is comfortably stretchable. 

100% Cotton satin
Cotton satin is made of 100% natural cotton. It offers an 
exceptional feel on the skin thanks to its breathability and 
moisture-absorbing properties. The unique satin weave gives the 
fabric wonderful suppleness and a luxuriously soft feel. It drapes 
gracefully around the body and has a sophisticated, subtle sheen.

70% lyocell / 30% cotton
This material is made of 70% lyocell and 30% cotton which results 
in an incredibly soft and subtle fabric. Lyocell is a sustainable 
material made from fast-growing eucalyptus or birch trees that 
grow well in even the most depleted soils without irrigations 
and with few pesticides or herbicides. No toxic chemicals and 
less water are used during the production process. Lyocell is 
breathable, soft and is extremely comfortable to wear. It matches 
perfectly with the natural cotton, which is also a breathable fabric 
and has moisture-absorbing properties.

Satin jersey
92% viscose, 8% elastane 
This woven fabric is sensual, feminine and elegant. This super 
smooth, soft flowing viscose satin feels silky soft and luxurious 
on the skin. Viscose is often thought to be a synthetic material, 
probably because it used to be called 'artificial silk'. Viscose is 
indeed a synthetic fibre, but one that is extracted from natural 
fibres: wood pulp. This is also called semi-synthetic. Viscose is a 
wonderfully wearable, supple fabric, which seems to embrace the 
body, so drapes softly. This delicate fabric has an elegant look due 
to the luxurious silky shine.

Polyester satin
100% polyester satin
Polyester is a synthetic fibre with which we create a unique satin 
look and feel for our kimonos. The fabric feels super soft and light 
on the skin and has a luxurious shine. 

100% mercerised cotton jersey
For the collection we use super soft, mercerised cotton.  
The cotton threads receive a special treatment and therefore the 
yarn becomes softer, the fabric gets a beautiful silky shine, the 
paint absorbs better and the yarn becomes stronger. As a result, 
this material is wonderfully soft, absorbs moisture (which makes it 
perfect for pyjamas) and does not shrink. 

100% cotton 'broderie anglaise'
Broderie anglaise literally means 'English embroidery'.  
This openwork embroidery was immensely popular in England 
in the 19th century and is again appreciated in the 21st century 
because of its artisanal effect. Broderie anglaise is characterised by 
patterns composed of round or oval holes that are cut out of the 
fabric and then attached with a buttonhole stitch. The technique 
is very suitable for nightwear because of the romantic and elegant 
look. The material is strong and airy at the same time.

Fabrics
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1

Consider mixing and matching. Do not display everything by 

type, but hang together beautifully matching trousers and tops.

2

Alternate print items with uni colours. Thus, the overall picture 

is well balanced.

3

Always start and finish the clothing rack with a t-shirt or 

a nightdress. This closes the rack more beautifully than 

having trousers or a top as the last item.

4

Always hang the garments with the front to the left. Only the 

last item on the right side hangs with the front to the right. Thus, 

the image is neat from every corner and you see the front of the 

clothes on either side.

Styling tips
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Contact 
INTERNATIONAL
ESSENZAHOME.com
info@essenzahome.com
+31 (0)30 30 41 500

GERMANY, AUSTRIA & SWITZERLAND
ESSENZAHOME.de
info@essenzahome.de
+49 (0)286 18 11 64-0

FRANCE
ESSENZAHOME.fr
info@essenzahome.fr
+33 (0)782 14 17 41

EASTERN EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST
ESSENZAHOME.com
g.bottka@essenzahome.nl
+36 (0)70 418 55 66

CANADA
ESSENZAHOME.com
www.textilecity.ca
archie@textilecity.ca
+1 (0)905 817 1300 ext. 248

Photography
NINE IJFF 
www.ijffphotography.com 

 
Styling 
MAARTJE VAN DEN BROEK  
www.maartjevandenbroek.nl

Make-up 
PETER DEKKER
www.peterdekker.com

Colophon

Sales
DENMARK
EUROTEX
eurotex.dk
eurotex@eurotex.dk
+45 (0)40 25 00 97

ITALY
MUM S.R.L.
DISTRIBUZIONE TESSILE
mumsrl.it
info@mumsrl.it
+39 (0)434 63 33 15

FINLAND & BALTICS
MAGASIN LARECO FRIEND OF BRANDS OY
magasin.nu
nina@magasin.nu
+358 403 567 830

ESSENZA® is a registered trademark of ESSENZA HOME Bunnik - The Netherlands. This brochure is published by ESSENZA HOME 
and serves as an image catalog. Images can sometimes differ, ranges are non-binding and without obligation. Marketing & Sales 
by ESSENZA HOME. We refer to our selective distribution guidelines. Errors and changes excepted. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronical, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of ESSENZA HOME changes in colors and styles with reservation.






